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Fires’ toll on communications
OCTOBER WILDFIRES » Agency’s poll shows many
lost landline, cell and internet links during blazes
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Landline, cellphone and internet service took a big hit during
the North Bay wildfires, creating a telecommunications gap
that left many residents uninformed and fearing their lives
were endangered, according to a
new report.

Across Sonoma, Napa and
Mendocino counties, about
two-thirds of the respondents
to a poll conducted by a broadband communications group
said they lost some or all landline phone and internet service,
while more than three-fourths
lost some or all cellular phone
service.
The service outages triggered

by the October wildfires “left
many residents both near and
far from the fire zones at a loss
for critical fire information,
often leading to distress and
panic,” said the 85-page report
by the North Bay/North Coast
Broadband Consortium, a public agency that represents the
three counties.
“It’s pretty shocking,” said
Sonoma County Supervisor
Lynda Hopkins, a member of
the consortium’s oversight committee, calling the report evi-

tions network that was
dence the region’s tele- ONLINE
resilient enough to surcommunications system See maps of
vive the wildfires.”
“is not disaster-proof.”
cellphone
The
consortium’s
“The things you rely outages during
on every day are not the October fires online survey received
3,705 responses from
there when we need for AT&T and
residents of the three
them the most,” she Verizon at
said.
pressdemocrat. counties ravaged by the
October wildfires, the
The report, which com
most destructive and
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the California Public Utilities deadly in state history.
In Sonoma County, 70 percent
Commission and the Federal
Communications Commission, of respondents said they lost inconcluded the region “lacked a
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Is being homeless a crime?

BUSINESS

Court
deals
blow to
workers
5-4 ruling puts lid
on class-action suits,
backs arbitration
By ROBERT BARNES
WASHINGTON POST

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Merry Potter, from right, addresses the court while joined by her attorneys Victoria Yanez and Colleen O’Neal, Santa Rosa Police Officer Phillip
Thompson, and Assistant City Attorney Rob Jackson during Potter’s trial for violating Santa Rosa city code at the Hall of Justice on Wednesday.

Amid increased enforcement, advocates challenge dozens of violations
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

anta Rosa assistant city attorney Rob
Jackson submitted as evidence a photo from a police body cam showing
a line of tents along the sidewalk of the
Ninth Street underpass beneath Highway
101.
The tent that Merry Potter, 27, occupied
stuck out into the sidewalk farther than
the rest.
Potter’s volunteer attorneys, Colleen
O’Neal and Victoria Yanez, examined the
photos before a court bailiff handed them
to Commissioner Anthony Wheeldin. San-

ta Rosa police Sgt. Jon Wolf watched the
proceedings with several other uniformed
police officers, summoned to court that afternoon to testify against Potter and other
homeless people.
“Ms. Potter was there out of necessity,” said O’Neal, citing a 1998 California
Court of Appeal ruling that essentially
said the inability for a homeless person to
find housing or proper shelter should be
considered when anti-camping laws are
violated.
The scene played out last Wednesday
afternoon like countless other trials — attorneys presenting evidence and cross-examining witnesses, the judge posing key

questions, the defendant’s fate hanging in
the balance.
In this case, the judge weighed whether
Potter’s difficulty finding housing justified
her blocking the sidewalk, a violation of
Santa Rosa City Code 10-12.030. The code
prohibits people from lying or sitting on
any street, sidewalk or public path in a
way that hinders or obstructs passersby.
Such cases rarely go to trial. Usually, a
fine is paid, or in some cases the citation
is ignored. But in response to stepped-up
local enforcement against illegal homeless
encampments, advocates have begun
TURN TO TRIALS » PAGE A2
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Hawaii’s goddess of volcanoes
awes those living in lava’s path
Respect for Pele unites
island newcomers and
Native Hawaiians
By SIMON ROMERO
AND TAMIR KALIFA
NEW YORK TIMES

PAHOA, Hawaii — When
the rivers of lava forced thousands to flee this month, many
people on Hawaii’s Big Island
pointed with awe toward the
drizzle-shrouded volcanic crater where Pele — known as “the
woman who devours the earth”

— is thought to dwell.
“Our deity is coming down to
play,” said Lokelani Puha, 52, a
hula dancer and poet who evacuated as the lava encroached,
referring to Hawaii’s goddess
of volcanoes and fire. “There’s
nothing to do when Pele makes
up her mind but accept her
will.”
Hawaiians have endured the
overthrow of their kingdom,
annexation by the United States
and policies aimed at obliterating the Hawaiian language. But
in a striking display of the resilience and adaptability of Native

Hawaiian culture, the exaltation
of Pele has not only persisted through the centuries, but
seems to be strengthening with
every bone-rattling eruption of
Hawaii’s volcanoes.
The Kilauea volcano has already laid waste to dozens of
homes this month, triggering
earthquakes, releasing lethal
gases and setting forests ablaze,
and on Monday it showed few
signs of subsiding.
A lava stream over the weekend blocked a highway that peoTURN TO HAWAII » PAGE A10

WASHINGTON — An ideologically divided Supreme Court
ruled Monday that companies
may require workers to settle
employment disputes through
individual arbitration rather
than joining to press their complaints, a decision affecting as
many as 25 million workers.
The court’s conservative majority said that the 5-to-4 ruling
was a logical
reading of federal law, and
Congress’ preference for using arbitration
to avoid costly
and time-consuming litigation.
Neal
But the deciGorsuch
sion, involving
a wage dispute, was roundly
criticized on the left, and advocates said it could make it
harder to press other workplace
complaints such as discrimination and sexual harassment.
“Employees may now be
forced behind closed doors into
an individual, costly — and often
secret — arbitration process,”
said Fatima Goss Graves, president and CEO of the National
Women’s Law Center. “This will
stack the deck in favor of the
employer.”
The decision also underscored
the importance of the 2016 presidential election on the judiciary.
The Obama administration and
the National Labor Relations
Board had backed workers in
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A mural depicting Pele, Hawaii’s
goddess of volcanoes, adorns a
wall at a school in Pahoa, Hawaii.
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